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Abstract
The term “resilience” is increasingly being used in the domain of complex systems science and
related fields. However, debated concepts and a certain vagueness of proposed definitions can
lead to misunderstandings and impede their application to systems modelling. We propose an
approach that aims to ease communication as well as to support systematic development of
research questions and models in the context of resilience. It can be applied independently of
the modelling framework or underlying system theory of choice. At the heart of this guideline
is a checklist consisting of four questions to be answered: (i) Resilience of what?, (ii) Resilience
regarding what?, (iii) Resilience against what?, and (iv) resilience how? We refer to the answers
to these resilience questions as the “system”, the “sustainant”, the “adverse influence”, and the
“response options”. The term “sustainant” is a neologism describing the feature of the system
(state, structure, function, pathway,...) that should be maintained (or restored quickly enough)
in order to call the system resilient.
The use of this proposed guideline is demonstrated for three different application examples: An
electricity transmission system, a fishery system, and the Amazon rainforest. The examples
illustrate the diversity of possible answers to the checklist’s questions as well as their benefits
in structuring the modelling process. The guideline supports the modeller in communicating
precisely what is actually meant by resilience in a specific context. This combination of freedom
and precision could help to advance the resilience discourse by building a bridge between those
demanding unambiguous definitions and those stressing the benefits of generality and flexibility
of the resilience concept.
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1 Introduction
Problem statement
Resilience is – literally speaking – seen as the capacity to deal with change. The term is well-
established in disciplines like psychology, ecology and engineering sciences [Folke et al., 2016, Masten
and Reed, 2002, Holling, 1996] and the role of the term as a boundary object or bridging concept
between different academic and non-academic fields is discussed [Baggio et al., 2015]. In recent
years, it has also become an important idea in complex systems science [Lade and Peterson, 2019].
In this interdisciplinary context, a vast number of definitions, concepts and related terms have been
proposed. For instance, the relation between terms such as stability, adaptability and transformability
is intensely debated in the context of “resilience thinking” [Folke et al., 2010, Walker and Salt, 2012,
Curtin and Parker, 2014, Cote and Nightingale, 2012]. The theoretical development of these terms
is by far not completed. In fact, not even basic hierarchies between different terms have yet been
consistently clarified: For instance, while stability is often seen as an aspect of the broader concept
of resilience [Folke et al., 2010, Ludwig et al., 1997], other authors see both terms as completely
different or even antagonistic aspects of a system [Holling, 1973], and yet others classify resilience as
one of several “stability properties” [Grimm and Wissel, 1997] or aspects of stability [Orians, 1974,
Harrison, 1979]. Associated with this, there is a discussion whether a narrow or a broad definition of
the term resilience should be aimed at. In ecology, a narrow version seems to be preferred [Holling,
1973, Brand and Jax, 2007, Kéfi et al., 2019], while other authors, especially from the domain of
social-ecological systems, explicitly advocate for a broader understanding of the term [Folke et al.,
2010, Walker and Salt, 2012, Anderies et al., 2006].
At the same time, many of the individual concepts tend to be hard to apply when it comes to
the analysis and modelling of real systems. This has several reasons including a certain vagueness,
lacking formalization, and missing estimation methods [Strunz, 2012, Brand and Jax, 2007]. Also,
experience shows that research questions based on abstract theoretical concepts cannot easily be
answered with already existing models not specifically developed for this purpose. Often, central
aspects of the resilience theory are simply not represented in the model. For instance, a model
in which the possibility of structure changes is not included does not fit to a research question
addressing the adaptation capacity of a system. Another example would be the idea of learning
incorporated in some concepts [Carpenter et al., 2001]. Obviously, this aspect of resilience cannot
be analysed in a system if no representation of learning processes or something similar is part of the
chosen model.
These considerations lead to two conclusions. First, the large variety of definitions and theoretical
frameworks makes it necessary to communicate very precisely what is actually meant by resilience
in each case to avoid confusion. In our eyes, a systematic approach to this required kind of
meta-communication is needed to enhance the resilience discourse. Second, research questions
regarding resilience and the model(s) to answer them should be developed simultaneously in the
same structured process in order to ensure their compatibility. We believe that these two concerns –
precise communication and compatible modelling – can be addressed together.
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A guideline for modelling real systems regarding their resilience
In the following, we present an approach that aims at easing communication as well as supporting
research question and model development in the context of resilience. For this, we propose a set of
basic questions (a checklist) one should answer in order to communicate precisely about specific
forms of resilience of a particular system1. As the questions show, there is actually no such thing
as “the resilience” of a system. The checklist also helps to define research questions concerning
resilience and can guide to build suitable models for answering them. Note that the guideline is
explicitly not embedded in a certain theoretical resilience concept. Of course, the resulting research
question and model can subsequently be interpreted in the theoretical framework of choice.
The style of the questions of the checklist is inspired by Carpenter et al. [2001], who demand to answer
the question “Resilience of What to What” in order to avoid confusion when communicating about a
system’s resilience. However, our guideline extends the required precision by further differentiating
this question and by introducing the new term “sustainant” (which is a neologism). Also, it puts less
conceptual restriction on the possible answers to the questions. The guideline can also be compared
to a strategy proposed by [Grimm and Wissel, 1997] in order to communicate better on the term
stability in the domain of ecology. This strategy includes a checklist enforcing a precise definition of
the “ecological situation” for which a stability statement is made [Grimm and Wissel, 1997]. Our
checklist, though, is not restricted to ecology and leaves more freedom to the modeller without
demanding for less precision.
2 The guideline
The following standardized approach can be seen as an iterative process (see Fig.1). A basic,
possibly only mental starting model of the system is necessary, as well as a first broad research
interest. While working through the checklist, more precise characterizations for an improved model
and a more specific formulation of the research question will arise. Changing the answers to the
questions of the checklist may make it necessary to reconsider the other questions until the system
model is consistent, meaning that the model reflects the answers to all modelling questions without
contradictions. If the specified research question satisfies the original interest and can be answered
by the developed model, the process is finished. Else, the research question must be revised or the
modelling process has to be iterated once more.
The checklist
In the following, the different questions of the checklist (see also figure 2 for an overview) are
presented and explained with the help of examples. Each of these questions includes a set of
subquestions helping to be as precise as possible. The general idea is to specify four different
aspects of resilience in the context of a specific system: Resilience of what, resilience regarding what,
resilience against what and resilience how?
1This system could be of any kind, from purely technical to social-ecological systems. The guideline is supposed to be
applicable to all domains of complex system science.
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Figure 1: Iterative process of defining the research question and model requirements
1. Resilience of what: What is the system?
What are the system boundaries and how sharp are they? What are the system’s parts and their
interactions that appear relevant for answering the research question? With what aspects of its
environment does the system interact, through which kind of interfaces? Is there agency2 in the
system, meaning that parts of the system may exhibit targeted, intentional action?
Working out these aspects is of course not a step only taken in the resilience context but in system
modelling in general [Bossel, 2007, Voinov, 2010]. The following questions are more focused on the
modelling of resilience itself and build on the results of the first one, often making it necessary to
reconsider it in further iterations.
2. Resilience regarding what: What is the “sustainant”?
Which feature of the system is supposed to be sustained? Its state or structure, its pathway?
A long-term equilibrium? Its function or purpose? Some quantitative or qualitative aspect of the
system? What this “sustainant” is is no objective feature of a system but is normatively chosen by
the observer from their perspective, which should be clearly communicated. Especially what the
“function” or “purpose” of a system is can be seen differently from different perspectives.
2Agency is originally a concept from sociology [Barker, 2002], meaning the capacity of individuals to act independently
and to make their own free choices. It is increasingly used in the context of resilience in social-ecological systems
[Armitage et al., 2012, Larsen et al., 2011, Westley et al., 2013].
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Figure 2: More detailed view of the checklist
For instance, for different observers, the function of a forest could (among others) be to produce
wood, to enhance biodiversity, to provide a habitat, to serve for recreation, or to be beautiful. The
model analysing the resilience of the forest regarding wood production would differ completely from a
model with biodiversity as the sustainant.
Part of selecting the sustainant is to ask whether there are any kinds of threshold values for certain
indicators that shall not be exceeded even if they would be restored afterwards.
For instance, when modelling the development of the oxygen concentration in an aquarium and
choosing this system state as sustainant, its restoration after a drop may be irrelevant if it was zero
before and all fish are dead. One could argue that in this example, a better sustainant would be the
the fish being alive. However, this is a question of model boundaries. If the fish is not explicitly
modelled but only as a consumption factor in the water-oxygen system, the potential interest of the
modeller in the fish staying alive leads to the definition of an acceptable range for the oxygen level.
If the modeller does not care about fish survival but the general capacity of the system to restore
oxygen level, the sustainant can be defined without any threshold values.
Those thresholds depend, as the choice of the sustainant itself, on the perspective and interests
of the observer who has to define an acceptable range for the sustainant. Correspondingly, an
acceptable recovery time should be defined.
Example: A fish stock may recover 50 years after a collapse; however, this is not relevant for
someone who wants to evaluate the risks of investments into the depending fishery industry. Again,
the boundary choice (here only to model the fish population and fishery as an external factor) leads
to the population size being the sustainant, specified by an acceptable recovery time motivated by the
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concern for the fishery industry.
As another example, one could regard a social network. A possible sustainant could be that every
individual has at least one connection (=friendship) to another individual. This sustainant would be
a property of the system’s structure. An appropriate recovery time could for instance consider how
long an individual can endure social isolation without developing mental illness.
3. Resilience against what: What is the adverse influence?
What is the concrete influence affecting the sustainant that shall be regarded for this specific
resilience analysis? Is it an abrupt but temporary disturbance (pulse), a shock, a constant pressure,
noisy fluctuations, a perturbation, an abrupt but permanent shift in some feature (ramp), or a
slow change? Does it originate in the system or in its environment? Does it affect the structure, a
parameter, or the state of parts of the system? In some cases, the influence that is supposed to be
studied does not have a direct effect on modelled aspects of the system, but through an intermediate
linked to the boundary interface of the system, making it important to be precise about the actually
modelled influence. Note that the term “adverse” in “adverse influence” is not necessarily meant as
something undesirable. It only reflects that this influence effects the system in a way that weakens
the sustainant. If the observer rates the sustainant as something negative, the adverse influence on
it can be seen as something positive.
Remark to the 2nd and 3rd question: Of course, a sustainant could be composed of several aspects
and resilience could be required against different (internal or external) changes at the same time.
Often, this “multi-resilience” is of higher interest than a “single-resilience” regarding a single
parameter. However, the related analysis is more complicated, not only because more aspects have
to be modelled and studied but also because possible interdependencies between different sustainants
and/or influences must be considered.3
Example: Resilience of the climate system against a rise of CO2 concentration in the atmosphere
(= single-influence) regarding the global mean temperature (= single-sustainant) or regarding the
ensemble of temperature, precipitation, and wind maxima over the course of the year in each region
(= multi-sustainant).
Second example: Resilience of a society against increasing abundance of misinformation and the
shock of a pandemic (multi-influence) regarding trust in the government.
4. Resilience how: What are the response options?
At which levels can or does a system react to sustainant-affecting changes (for instance through an
adaptation of structure)? Which types of reactions can be observed? What is the range of possible
3Folke et al. distinguish between specified resilience (“resilience of some particular part of a system, related to a
particular control variable, to one or more identified kinds of shocks”) and general resilience (“resilience of any and
all parts of a system to all kinds of shocks, including novel ones”) and argue to concentrate on the latter one in
order to cope with uncertainty and trade-offs [Folke et al., 2010]. However, in a modelling context, specificity is
crucial. It is inherent to the modelling process that decisions on what to represent in the model and what not have to
be taken. Therefore, our guideline asks to specify which sustainants and influences are considered. By choosing a
multi-sustainant and a multi-influence, the risk of overlooked trade-offs can at least be reduced.
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Figure 3: Relations between terms such as sustainant, influence and agency
reactions4? Which reactions are automatic as a consequence of the system’s structure and rules,
which require internal or external management or agency (for instance a change of rules)?
Refining the research question
With the help of the checklist and the introduced terms (such as sustainant or influence), the
research question can be specified more precisely. Possible research interests, among others, can be:
• Is the system resilient regarding the sustainant? This might be a rather qualitative question:
Is the sustainant easily affected and does it recover in an acceptable time range?
• How much influence can the system bear without a change of the sustainant or with a recovery
on a relevant time scale? This corresponds to a quantified measure of the specific resilience
form analysed. The higher a numerical precision is desired in answering this question, the more
accurate the model must be in those aspects relevant for assessing the sustainant’s reaction to
the regarded influence.
• How can the system be designed to be more resilient through its structure and rules? Often,
this is a question for general rules about how to build or fix certain kinds of systems so that
they show the desired resilience [Biggs et al., 2015]. To answer this question, the system
model(s) should have a certain level of genericity.
4For instance, Elmqvist et al. [2003] emphasize the importance of “response diversity” regarding the resilience of
desirable ecosystem states.
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• What are resilience-promoting management rules5 for agents outside the system (external
agency)? In this case, the model should reflect the possibility to change structure, states,
parameters and rules/cause-effect relationships easily.
Choosing appropriate modelling techniques
Answering the questions provided in this guideline does not produce a complete model but a collection
of requirements that should be met by a more technical description. For this, our framework does not
specify a specific approach. In general, any mathematical or simulation technique from differential
equations over agent-based modelling to game-theoretical modelling comes into question. Of course,
the description resulting from the question iterations will influence the choice. For instance, if an
important feature of a system is the connection structure between people, a network model seems
obvious.
3 Application examples
In the following part, application examples from three different areas are studied in order to show
how the guideline can be used as a help for the modelling process and precise model communication.
For didactic reasons, we will in each example formulate successively sophisticated research questions
and suitable models. However, the checklist can also be used to define model requirements for only
one research question. Note that the respective answers to the checklist are options amongst others.
As said above, they heavily depend on the perspective of the modeller.
First example: Electricity transmission system
Power grids have often been studied regarding various forms of stability, robustness, and performance,
many of which can naturally be seen as specific forms of resilience (e.g. Anderies et al. [2013]).
Therefore, this kind of system is a suitable and typical example to apply the proposed framework. A
basic starting model description for a power grid could be that electricity producers and consumers
are connected by power lines. The broad research question is to analyze if the grid is easily disturbed
by changing conditions.
1st Model: Static Consumption Pattern
What is the system? The historically earliest and also most simple model of a power grid is a
graph with edges representing high-voltage transmission lines and nodes representing transformers
to lower voltage levels, aggregating consuming and producing subsystems not further defined. The
interface to the environment of the system is the production/consumption of every node. Each
transmission line has a certain capacity. It is assumed that production and consumption are always
balanced. This reflects the fact that the model does not include mechanisms to match electricity offer
and demand, such as a market. The model is non-dynamic, the electricity transport is calculated
5For instance, such rules could be similar to the “sustainability paradigms” established by Schellnhuber [1998].
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Figure 4: Model of a powergrid as a simple network. Edges represent high-voltage transmission
lines, nodes transformers to lower voltage levels, aggregating consuming and producing subsystems
not further defined. https://www.ocf.berkeley.edu/~madani/Polish.jpg
with static power flow equations basically representing Kirchhoff’s laws. This can be used as a base
model to address the next questions of our framework.
What is the sustainant? From the perspective of a society maintaining a power grid, the function
and sustainant of such a system can be seen as enabling all power transmission desired by producers
and consumers. This is a binary sustainant: Either the transmission demand is met or not.
What is the adverse influence? In this model, the sustainant can be challenged by a new (but
still balanced) production and consumption pattern that may lead to line overload. Since our base
model treats production/consumption as part of the environment rather than as part of the system,
this influence is seen as an external influence on the system at this point, affecting the system by
the input or consumption status of nodes.
What are the response options? Since the model does not include any response options of the
system, the system is “at the mercy” of the production and consumption state.
The model is suitable for answering the very specific research question: “Can the grid transmit all
desired production/consumption or not?” for a specific state, as well as deriving from that: “Which
production/consumption patterns’ transmission demands can be served?” or “How must the grid be
designed to serve the transmission demands of a specific production/consumption pattern?”.
2nd Model: Adding Reduction Rules
Answering the questions mentioned above will not be very satisfying since production/consumption
of nodes usually changes often over time and there may occur situations in which it can be necessary
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to reduce production/consumption of some nodes for some time to avoid line overload. Therefore,
another research question could be: “If a reduction is necessary, which reduction pattern should
be applied?” For this question, the sustainant must be refined.
The new sustainant could be, amongst others, the fulfillment of each consumer node’s demand.
In order to call the overall system resilient, for each node, the delivered power has to be restored
at demand level after being reduced. Additionally, the power must not leave an acceptable range
which is between a given critical demand and critical demand plus additional demand.
To study the resilience of the power grid regarding this new sustainant, the current system model is
insufficient. It has to be extended with the critical demand of each consumer node. The adverse
influence is then a continually changing production/consumption pattern on the nodes.
Additionally, the system model is equipped with a first response option to these pattern changes:
an algorithm that specifies which nodes’ infeed/supply gets reduced under which conditions.
The new research interest can then be addressed by varying the reduction algorithm.
3rd Model: Regarding Multi-Influences
In reality, of course, management can exist to deal with adverse influences that exceed the reaction
capacity of the reduction algorithm or influence the sustainant in another way than only a changed
infeed/consumption pattern. It may therefore be helpful to define an extended influence, a multi-
influence that consists of the well-known pattern changes as well as line tripping and generator fails.
As a consequence, the system model has to be extended with the information whether a node/edge
is active or not. A new interface to the environment is their activation/deactivation.
The new research question could then be: Is the system’s reaction resilient (regarding the
sustainant defined in the last iteration) in cases where the chosen reduction algorithm fails? To
study this reaction, it is necessary to model the decisions taken in system operation (by engineers
and software) in certain contingencies (response options).
4th Model: Adding Management Options
If the research interest is not to determine whether the reaction of a specific system is resilient
but rather which kind of management decisions make it resilient (exploration instead of predic-
tion/evaluation), the model has to be extended by a set of response options that can be chosen
in certain contingencies.
This system model would not be purely deterministic or stochastic since the agents’ decisions are
not modelled, only their decision options. Therefore, the model would have game theoretical traits.
5th Model: Frequency Stability
In more recent considerations on the resilience of power grids, frequency stability has become an
important aspect due to an increasing producer volatility caused by larger shares of renewable
energy sources. Therefore, a suitable extension of the sustainant is the following: At every node,
the frequency must not leave an acceptable range for longer than some (very short) acceptable time
spam so that devices do not get damaged. Adding this aspect to the already considered sustainant,
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we obtain a “multi-sustainant”. To answer any research question regarding this new sustainant, the
electricity transport on the network has to be modelled representing dynamics of frequencies and
phases on short time scales. Technically, this could be done by replacing power flow equations by
(for instance) swing equations, the power flow would then be a result of these new equations. The
adverse influence would then be extended by the change of frequency at a specific node.
Outlook on further modelling approaches
The presented ways of how to answer the checklist when studying the resilience of a power grid are
by far not complete. In order to get an idea of the vast number of other possibilities, consider these
further aspects:
• The net operator could define the purpose of the network (and, in their perspective, the
sustainant) as generating profit. A corresponding model would have to include a power
market which could produce internal fluctuations as an adverse influence inside of the system
boundaries.
• From the perspective of the government of a country having a power grid, an interesting
question could be: What policy-instruments give resilience-promoting incentives to grid-
operators? Such a question builds upon the answers of many of the other research questions (in
order to know which management decisions of a grid operator would be resilience-promoting)
but adds a model layer reflecting the mechanisms leading from policy-instruments to such
decisions.
Second example: Fishery system
Fishery is a well-studied example in environmental economics. A first description of this system
could be a fish stock that is harvested by humans. Normally, one would like to analyze the ability of
this system to maintain its harvesting quantities.
1st Model: Constant harvesting effort
What is the system? A very simple way to model a fishery system is by a single differential
equation describing the change of the fish population size. Very often, this is done by assuming
logistic growth. In this case, the system description only has one part, the fish stock. There are two
interfaces to the system’s environment: First, the population is influenced by ecosystem factors such
as food supply, competition with other species and climatic conditions. All these aspects can be
aggregated in parameters such as the intrinsic growth rate and the carrying capacity. The second
one is the harvest of fish by humans. This could for instance be modeled as the effort factor in a
harvest term of the differential equation. (1) shows how this differential equation could look like
when a proportional harvesting term is used, with population size x, intrinsic relative growth rate r,
carrying capacity K and relative harvest rate (or harvesting effort) h.
dx
dt
= rx(1− x
K
)− hx (1)
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In this scope, the model does not reflect any agency: The harvest effort is a given for this choice of
boundaries.
What is the sustainant? Regarding our basic system model, one could imagine different sus-
tainants. An environmental organization could consider the system as resilient if the fish population
can remain above a certain level. However, in environmental economics, more importance is given to
the yield in a fishery system. The choice is thus dependent on subjective values. For the following,
we choose the sustainant “yield”. One could define a minimal yield and a maximal recovery time if
the harvested quantities fall under this minimum. For instance, it is possible that fisher men could
survive a certain period of low yields because they have financial reserves.
What is the adverse influence? In this model, the sustainant can be challenged by an abrupt
reduction of the population size. Reasons could be, amongst others, a fish pest or an external fishing
fleet invasion. Since a reduced fish population means less fishing yield, this effects the sustainant.
What are the response options? The only response option of the system is the built-in stability
behavior. Depending on the parameters and the extent of the perturbation, the fish population may
recover fast enough to ensure that the yield drop does not last too long.
Research question: First of all, one can ask - given a specific effort - whether the yield is going
to stabilize at a value above the minimum. If this is the case, the model can be used to find out
how much the fish population may be reduced without exceeding the acceptable recovery time of
the yield. With knowledge of the probability distribution of such reduction events, one may also
calculate the risk of a fishery breakdown depending on the effort.
2nd Model: Adaptation of harvesting effort
In a more realistic approach, one could argue that fishermen could adapt their harvesting to changing
yields. This extension of the response options makes it necessary to change the system model:
Instead of an effort parameter that is set outside of the system boundaries, we need a new part in
our model representing the harvest decisions of the fishermen. This can be done with a a function
defining the effort in dependence of the fish stock size. (However, it might be more accurate to have
a function in dependence of the yield since the fish population size is normally not known to the
fishery community.)
This model does include agency since it gives the fishery industry different options to react to a
changing yield. A research question could be: What is the optimal effort function, minimising
the risk of a yield collapse?
3rd Model: Public common good problem
The 2nd model would certainly lead to the insight that under certain conditions, the harvest effort
of the fishery community has to be reduced in order to ensure long term yields. However, a fishery
industry is often not an entity but a heterogeneous group of agents pursuing their individual interests.
In this case, the system model should reflect the resulting public good problem by including several
agents with their personal optimisation process. This extension of the model results in changes on
all levels of the checklist. In contrast to the first and second model, there is a need for modelling
how effort decisions are taken by the agents. This could be done by assuming one strategy for
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all fishermen (maybe the optimization strategy found by answering the second research question).
However, a large diversity of other approaches is possible, usually introducing more heterogeneity.
The sustainant can no longer be a general yield since different agents may have different yields
depending on their effort. A new sustainant could be that for a specific percentage of the fisherman,
the yield does not collapse for longer than the maximal recovery time (which may differ from agent
to agent as well). The adverse influence would be the same but there would be several layers of
response options: The stability behavior, the effort change of the agents and the rules on how
agents can adapt their effort. One may then have a suitable model to answer - amongst others- the
following research question: Which kind of rules should be installed in the community to ensure
the sustainant?
Obviously, the diversity of modelling options is extremely high when one decides to include the fishing
community into the system scope in order to answer a research question on this level. This is because
much more simplification than in a non-human system is necessary in order to control the complexity
of the model. Especially the modelling of the agent’s choice strategies can become arbitrarily complex
because humans are such complex systems on their own. Still more sophisticated approaches could
also include the fish market, the social structure of the fishery community, self-organization etc.
Third example: Amazonia
As an example of a much larger and more complex social-ecological system, let us finally consider
Amazonia, meaning the Amazon tropical rainforest and the human societies interacting with it. In
view of climate change, a broad research interest would be whether climate impacts may cause a
large-scale die-back of the forest.
1st Model: Aggregate tree-cover reacting to overall aridity
From this broad research interest, one may derive the “naive” sustainant that Amazonia is a forest
area. This is a sustainant regarding the state of the system. As it is only a qualitative (and rather
vague) state, an indicator for the sustainant is needed. A suitable candidate may be that the overall
share of area that is covered by forest, 0 ≤ C ≤ 1, is above 0.5.
A simple system model reflecting the ideas above would consist of the forest cover and its change
over time, which is influenced by climate conditions. If water availability is seen as the limiting factor
for vegetation growth most affected by climate, the relevant adverse influence is a potentially
increasing aridity A. Following Menck et al. [2013], one could use a very simple conceptual model
that describes the rate of change in C as a function of C and A,
dC
dt
= −δ C + 1C>C0(A) γ C(1− C), (2)
where the first term represents an exponential decay at a rate δ > 0 due to respiration and
degradation, and the second is logistic growth at a basic rate γ > 0 when C exceeds some minimal
value C0(A) that depends on A in a strictly monotonic fashion. This model has a stable fixed point
of C∗ = 1− δ/γ (forest) as long as C0(A) < C∗, and another stable fixed point of C = 0 (savanna)
as long as C0(A) > 0. If the system is already in the forest equilibrium, it is seemingly unaffected
by changes in A that keep C0(A) < C∗, since its responses to those changes are not detailed in the
model. Once C0(A) exceeds C∗, the system will die back towards the savanna equilibrium.
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The only response option of the system to the slow parameter change of A is the inherent dynamic
behaviour. Therefore, the model may be used to answer research questions such as: If there were
no other influences than an increase in aridity, would the Amazon rainforest be resilient enough to
survive predicted levels of global warming? How much can aridity increase without a die-back? 6
2nd Model: Adding abrupt reductions of forest cover
In the first developed model, human impact on the Amazonian rain forest is restricted to a slow
increase in aridity due to climate change. This is valid in order to answer research questions such as
those formulated above. However, it is obvious that global warming is not the only way rainforests
are threatened. Therefore, to get a more realistic picture of the risk to our sustainant, one would
have to include other, often abrupt mechanisms on the system, such as deforestation, fire, or soil
poisoning by mining activities. To formalize this, a multi-influence could be defined which includes
slow aridity increase as well as sudden losses of forest land aggregating the mechanisms mentioned
above7. The resulting model allows for a large variety of research questions. Most interesting are
those aiming at the interplay between the two different influences. For instance, one could analyse
how an increase in aridity shrinks the basin of attraction of the forest state so that perturbations are
more likely to push the system to the savanna state, as done in Menck et al. [2013]. Building on this,
one could ask how much the size of “shocks” would have to be reduced by external management for
a given level of climate change in order to avoid a collapse of Amazonia.
3rd Model: Evolution of species composition
When only regarding an aggregated variable such as tree cover, one ignores an important way in
which ecosystems adapt to changing climatic conditions: a change in the composition of different
plant species. Adding this process to the set of response options makes it necessary to change
the system model significantly since many different species (or groups of similar species) have to
be considered. A possible way to represent them would be to introduce differential equations for
each of them8. An important research question that can be addressed when including this kind
of adaptation response into the model is not only whether it can help to sustain the forest state
of Amazonia given a certain strength of the adverse influences. One may also further analyse the
maximal speed of change that can be tolerated in terms of adaptation without a tipping of the
system, reflecting that natural selection processes leading to more adapted species compositions
could be too slow for the current rapidity of climate change.
6As the described model is extremely stylized and its quality mostly dependent on the quality of the function C0(A), it
should not be interpreted as a recommendation for answering the research questions but as an easily understandable
example for the kind of models suitable for this purpose.
7Of course, on could also argue that deforestation is a process that also happens slowly on a long timescale, not only
as abrupt shocks. For simplicity, this is ignored in the description of this application example, although it could be
included by defining differentiated adverse influences for slow baseline deforestation and more abrupt events.
8However, ecological forest modelling also offers a wealth of much more sophisticated models designed for the study of
species shifts in forests under changing climatic conditions and/or direct human impact, especially in rain forests
[Shugart et al., 1984, Köhler et al., 2003, Fischer et al., 2016, Botkin et al., 2007]
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Outlook on further modelling approaches
• As the Amazon rainforest interacts with the atmosphere via different feedback mechanisms
[Shukla et al., 1990, Cowling et al., 2008], modelling this coupling would give a more realistic
insight in the expectable dynamics of regional climate conditions. A new adverse influence
would have to be defined on the level of the world’s climate system (e.g. CO2 concentration).
• Including socio-economic systems in the scope of observation would allow for the consideration
of agency in the system. For instance, one could be interested in the design of rules ensuring a
sufficiently low level of deforestation despite economic shocks.
4 Conclusions
The proposed guideline has been developed in order to support research on and communication
about resilience in the field of complex systems. As the application examples show, its checklist is
no strict recipe but rather an orientation help that can be used to structure the modelling process,
ensuring that no important aspects are forgotten. Still more importantly, it forces to communicate
clearly about the specific research question and the meaning of the term “resilience” in the context
of a specific system. Because of its flexibility, one should be able to use it for the modelling of any
system. The introduction of the term “sustainant” allows to communicate about the chosen form of
resilience without predefining its nature (e.g. function, state, structure, ...). In general, the freedom
of the modeller to define resilience appropriately to the considered system and their subjective values
(while being obliged to disclose this definition and its underlying normative assumptions explicitly)
should make the checklist applicable independently from theoretical resilience concepts. In contrast
to many of these concepts, our guideline enables the modeller to analyse resilience “anchored in the
situation in question” as it has been demanded by [Grimm and Wissel, 1997] for the term “stability”,
without restricting what this situation could be.
By using our checklist for the development of a resilience-related research question and an appropriate
model to answer it, one can avoid to get lost in the discussion about the relationships between terms
like “persistance”, “adaptability”, or “resistance”. To use this guideline, no opinion on whether
stability is a subconcept of resilience or vice versa (and similar questions from the world of theoretical
frameworks) is needed. This avoidance could be understood as a capitulation to the exhausting
but important process of concept formation. However, one could also interpret this guideline as
an attempt to build a bridge between two different views on the concept of resilience: As already
mentioned in the introduction, some authors stress the importance of a clearly specified concept
in order to facilitate formalization and measurement while others value the function as a bridging
context. As our guideline demands maximal precision from the user while giving maximal freedom
regarding the type of sustainant, influence and response options, it meets elements of both views. A
modeller can examine the system for its adaptability or resistance by choosing appropriate answers
to the checklist questions. However, in contrast to the mere naming of these terms, a conscientious
application of the guideline will make it clear what he or she really means by them. Therefore, we
hope that the proposed approach may even help to improve the development of a unified theoretical
framework on resilience.
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